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For deteriorating conditions of Education system in Pakistan School and College there are following are 7 main key factors:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Memorizing [Ratta] culture.
Increasing Trend of copy culture in Examination
Guess Paper – Important Q&A short cuts to pass an Exam
Unlike past, students are not paying respect to Tutors
Most Tutors with lesser salaries, less respect from student also
not sincere in imparting true education and knowledge.
Too many holidays and lesser net education days.
No accountability of Teachers for decreasing student passing
ratio in examinations.

Resulting, only few students who pass cannot compete in the practical
life and to obtain admissions in higher education in professional
Educational Institutes for studying Engineering, Medical and Business
Education.
Such weak students won’t be able to qualify any other competitive exam by just working hard.
COACHING Boon or Bane? Coaching Centers help you study in an organized and focused

manner. They employ professional trainers, who train you in such a way that you can
easily qualify any competitive exam besides providing you with the relevant study
material. Schools can’t do that as the method of teaching is completely different.
Coaching institutes even conduct regular tests to help you evaluate yourself.
Coaching centers are important as they give special attention and exposure to those
students who don’t get proper attention in schools. In today’s time, it is not possible for
every parent to assist their children in their studies but coaching centers provide for a
viable alternative. They also help enhance your knowledge and prepare you for various
competitive exams.
Coaching institutes are meant to increase and enhance your knowledge but the students
of today don’t go to the coaching centers for studying or gaining knowledge. But some
join coaching centers for fun and enjoyment. The place which was supposed to be an institute of knowledge has turned into a platform for
showoff.
If we go by the literal meaning of coaching, it means to help you to develop a growth strategy. Coaching should be provided to those students
who are below average and need to improve. Student getting above average marks don’t really need any coaching. But going to a coaching
institute has become a trend nowadays therefore everyone wants to join a coaching center.
It is very important that before joining any institution, a student must analyze whether the institute is providing such an environment and
training which will enable them to crack the competitive exams of their choice.

ADVANTAGES

No more traveling long distance for a tutoring class. Enroll your
child in LaoJee eCoaching after school tutoring program
where your child’s learning abilities and potential are
encouraged. Our comprehensive national standard curriculum
ensures that each student receives a quality education.
Our expert tutors help to prepare your child’s confidence in the
classroom. At eCoaching world, we go beyond the textbook and
focus on your child’s overall intellectual development by helping
them learn the basics of the subject.
Take part in an exciting and engaging session that makes
learning fun! Join this live online tutoring program. Start Now.
Several parents are now resorting / switching over to home eCoaching for their children. This form of tuition offers the much-required
help and support required to excel in studies and examinations.
• eCoaching is like home schooling. Students who lack behind in school can get help at home from the tutor with different subjects that
require assistance.

eCoaching offers one to one interaction between the tutor and the
student. This undivided attention proves to be beneficial for the students
requiring complete focus and attention of the tutors to solve their queries
and get their concepts clear.
• eCoaching enable students to ask about their doubts without any
hesitation. The personalized attention also helps the tutor to understand
the weak areas of the students, offering them the specialized guidance
required.
• The best part of eCoaching is parents can monitor the progress of the
child and directly remain in touch with the tutor for the feedbacks. The
involvement of the parents in their child’s studies enables them to directly
remain in touch with the tutor and the lessons being taught.
• eCoaching proves highly effectives for slow learners.
•

Group eCoaching
eCoaching Group Tuition is like a school with classroom teaching having several students. It is even more better
than 1 – 1 Tuition as the tutors impart education in the selective subjects to the students and attend to their
queries, offering help to them in their concerned areas.
•

•

eCoaching classes are also a good option for bright students or for those who have good grasping power.

In eCoaching Group Students can also do combined studies. While studying if they face hurdles they can discuss
with other students and look for solutions.
•

•

Studying in eCoaching helps to foster co-ordination that proves helpful in school.

Seeing other students, they might get motivated to study hard and do better in exams. Studying together gives
the challenge to compete among each other and score better. A healthy competition is good for excelling in studies.
•

There is less monotony here as there are friends to interact with and an
atmosphere of congeniality.
•

Parents before enrolling their children can enquire about the details of the
courses available and also attain the feedback of the tutors from their
respective profile available on the website.
•

LaoJee eCoaching is an online marketplace for all kinds of tutoring and learning
services. We provide a platform to help learners find home tutors, online tutors,
expert trainers from renowned tutorial centers, training institutes and online
tutoring schools. Learners can also find local classes, workshops, online
courses and tutorials on a huge variety of topics. We operate online to give
services to other countries worldwide and our community of learners, teachers
and training businesses numbers over several hundred thousand and growing.
We provide an opportunity for individual tutors and tutoring businesses to
promote and grow their business.

Our online Tutors
Our teachers are well qualified with
excellent knowledge in Math and Science
and other professional subjects.
eCoaching selects tutors through a
process of interviews, meetings and
training sessions to make sure they
understand our mission and
expectations. Our tutors are friendly
and patient, and are mentors too.
Online tutoring requires a teacher who is well qualified, has considerable experience in the educational field, and knows
how to interact with students for the best results. eCoaching takes this responsibility seriously and takes great care in
the selection of our tutors. We begin the tutor selection with initial interviews to learn about the tutor's experience and
to check the background of each candidate. The candidates who pass through the initial stage go on to another level of
meetings and interviews with eCoaching directors and administrators. These second stage interviews are highly
effective in finding the most professionally equipped tutors available. Following the hiring of our tutors, they are
required to participate in a several weeks training session which will assure the tutor has a sound understanding of
our mission and our expectations. We provide a more competitive environment than schools. Our education system
seriously needs an immediate improvement but till that time Coaching Centers such as ours are an important part of
education and no one can deny that.
Our tutors are expected to demonstrate that:
they can handle all sessions effectively and competently
they have excellent knowledge of their subject area
they act in a friendly and patient manner at all times
they have experience with the technology used in tutoring
they have a willingness to seek on-going training
they have knowledge of current teaching strategies & practices
they possess organizational and efficiency skills
they have the ability to plan and assess for each student
they exhibit integrity in interactions with all students

eCoaching’s tutors are fun too!

All our teaching staff are qualified and experienced in their respective subjects, but more than teachers, they are
mentors. They were specially selected for their kind and caring approach with students.
The tutors are based in Pakistan, Middle East, Europe and USA, they are well qualified and experienced, and have
excellent English communication skills. They are extensively trained in the curriculum and teaching methodology and
in online tutoring.

Our all Tuition sessions are recorded (voice, documents, and annotation) and are available for QA-QC review within 30
days of session taken. These recordings provide another level of safety and security. In addition, our website uses
Secure Socket Level (SSL) encryption to ensure secure communication. Further, our website complies with Children’s
Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) for safety and security. All of these features allow us and you the comfort of
knowing eCoaching’s Safe and Secure Tutoring for our students. We do maintain strict discipline with no-nonsense
during Tutoring hours. Students found misbehaving or uttering fowl / insulting language are immediately kicked out of
class without any notice and the balance fee paid is forfeited. Therefore, it is Student’s responsibility to maintain
eCoaching’s decorum.
Technology
All tutoring sessions are performed using
standard home computer technology. Any
personal computer / Laptop (PC or Mac)
may be used at home or another location
of choice. In addition, a broadband
internet connection and a headset with
microphone are required.
Our website is hosted in the US on
www.BlueHost.com servers. It uses
Secure Socket Layer (SSL) 64-bit
Security Software encryption technology
to ensure secure communication.
Industry standard web streaming
conferencing tool is used for tutoring
sessions. Easy Paisa credit -Debit card payment gateway and or direct Bank Deposit method is used for accepting secure payments from
Students prior to starting any class.

Quality and Security
Student safety and privacy are of utmost importance. eCoaching
Privacy Policy is verified by TRUSTe, and eCoaching abides by the
Child Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA). All sessions are
recorded and can be reviewed by the parent or the student over the
next 30 days in concurred by Admin. Every tutor’s session
recordings are reviewed periodically by eCoaching Quality
Assurance staff, for quality and appropriate behavior.

State-of-the-art streaming video learning platform for
live lessons
All the live classes will be hosted on one of the leading streaming
video-based learning platforms in the world. It is a secure and easy
platform for students to take live classes across mobile, desktop and
tablet, which makes online classes effective, stress-free and most
of all, enjoyable.

